
The information set forth herein is furnished free of charge and is based on 

technical data that the AISE and the participating member companies

believes to be reliable. It is intended for use by persons having technical skill and 

at their own discretion and risk. Since conditions of use are outside our control, 

we make no warranties, express or implied, and assume no liability in connection 

with any use of this information. Nothing herein is to be taken as a license to 

operate under or a recommendation to infringe any patents.

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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Good afternoon everybody; thanks for being with us today. I’m Chris De Vos, EMEA 

sustainability manager for DuPont, Industrial Biosciences and located at the Brugge site 

in Belgium.

I’ve worked already 32 years for the company; I’m actually conducting also a lot of air 

monitoring at both our own production sites and at customer facilities to cover all 

identified uses in view of the update of our Reach submissions.
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What are the objectives of this webinar ? I think the objectives should be clear; we need 

to understand where the engineering controls are inadequate to control aerosol 

concentrations to an acceptable level; at those places or activities, people should wear a 

P3 respirator. It’s clear that our goal here is : “zero sensitizations” . In one of the next 

slides, I’m gonna talk also about the challenges of the ‘air monitoring program’
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When to conduct air monitoring ? If we look at this slide, generally spoken, enzyme air 

monitoring should be prioritized based on the risk of exposure to workers,..that is key. 

First we can start with a qualitative assessment of the risks, as this will be the input to 

design the site’s air monitoring strategy. It’s clear that the strategy will be depending 

also on the outcome of medical surveillance – for instance – when immunological 

testing reveals a changing trend in incidence of sensitization. And defintely, the strategy 

will also be depending on the outcome of the performance assessment of the 

equipment, the work practices and behavioral aspects.
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These are the most relevant components of a sound air monitoring program; I’m coming 

back on this later, but don’t forget to involve your employees on the work floor, as they 

know best what’s going on. If they are part of the monitoring team, it will help 

afterwards to communicate the results to the employees, especially when it comes to 

defending unpopular measures, such as the mandatory imposition of the use of 

respirators 
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Training of the monitoring team is very important; I have to say that even after doing 

this job for 32 years, I’m still learning every day. The biggest risk here is to contaminate a 

sample. Please recall that the objective is to measure nanograms of enzyme (billionths 

of a gram). High flow sampling filters are especially susceptible to contamination 

because the filters are not housed in a cassette and have a large surface area exposed to 

the environment, this in contrast to the 37mm filter cassettes. Tweezers and high-flow 

filter housing should be cleaned with ethanol between uses. 

Other important aspect of the training is the sampler calibration, but we’ll come back on 

this later in more detail.
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As to the equipment....The choice between High or Low volume sampling depends on 

the purpose of the monitoring. If the purpose is to establish baseline airborne enzyme 

concentrations in an area, and the process conditions are stable for a couple of hours, 

we can easily make use of low volume samplers and let them run for 2 hours in the 

neighborhood of the operator’s breathing zone. Adversily, if the process varies in a 

manner that could create peak exposures over a short period of time (for instance filling 

a process vessel with a liquid enzyme discharges enzyme aerosols from the tank vent) , 

the use of a high volume pump might be more appropriate. 
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So, these are a couple of bullet points indicating the particularities of high volume 

sampling; again, most important difference with the low volume samplers is the ability 

to identify peak concentrations which could lead to unacceptable inhalation exposures 

for the workers involved in that specific activity.
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The height of the filter is set at the average height of an operator (just over 1.5 
meters) and the filter head is precisely manufactured 
so that the speed of air flowing into the filter is similar to the speed of air 
breathed in. The filter is also shielded from excess contamination by a hinged 
plate. 

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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Giving you an example of the newly developed and easy-to-use X-calibrator from Tisch.

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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This one is widely used in Germany; please note the very high flow rate 

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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The big advantage here is the portability of these pumps, also because they do not 

require an external electrical source for operation.

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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This device, running at 25 l/min, enables us to go for targeted exposure measurement or 

peak exposures, keeping the sampling times quite limited  and with the advantage of the 

portability , allowing sampling at otherwise difficult accessible places.

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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As said before, calibration of the equipment is crucial for the reliability of the results; 

pumps must be calibrated before and after sampling with the sampling media in place to 

verify that the sampling rate remained constant. It’s a good practice to discard samples if 

the flow rate changed during the sampling by more than 5% of the initial flow rate 

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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Some examples of primary standards; don’t forget though to get them re-calibrated by 

your supplier on annual basis, and ask for the certificate. This might be helpful in case 

authorities would come in and review your occupational exposure assessment program.

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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Here you see a picture of what the calbration and sampling train configuration could 

look like. For the sampling itself, the intake of the high volume pump (e.g. important for 

the Tisch sampler) should be oriented towards the most likely source of enzyme 

exposure. Filtercassettes should be angled downwards towards the floor during low-

flow sampling to prevent contamination from large particulates. 
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What about the air sampling plan ? We already highlighted this before but again, in 

order to really understand what’s going on in the plant, involvement of workers in the 

field in the execution of the air monitoring program is crucial. It would not be the first 

time that enzyme concentrations may differ drastically from results in the past, because 

of changing environmental conditions or changes to any part of a local exhaust 

ventilation system. I have seen cases where due to the installation of a biosafety cabinet, 

underpressure was created in an otherwise clean area, leading to intake of 

contaminated air from an adjacent production area, because supply of make up air 

wasn’t anticipated in the project, a typical example of a failing  “management of 

change”. It’s not abnormal that an occupational hygienist, not necessarily involved in the 

daily plant operations, could have overlooked this, and again, that’s why we definitely 

need people in the field.
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Just this slide to give you an overview of the 3 sampling approaches that may be used;

although you might be pushed by authorities or guided by EN standards to opt for 

personal monitoring, we believe that “personal breathing zone” sampling is not the 

preferred method for enzyme exposure monitoring, for a couple of reasons; first of all, 

personal samples will not necessarily identify peak concentrations, adversily to high 

volume area or static sampling and point source sampling. Secondly, operators 

nowadays are working more and more from out control rooms, are multitasking, hence 

not necessarily staying for the full time at the defined sampling location. Finally, 

personal monitoring doesn’t provide a useful way to ensure engineering controls such as 

containment and LEV are working effectively.  
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Besides the locations highlighted here, which are typical for a detergent plant, it’s also of 

utmost importance to focus on non-routine activities, such as trouble shooting, rework 

activities, handling of enzyme (packaging) waste, ...hence, all activities which may create 

peak exposures, this in contrast with normal routine activities, where generally 

exposures are well controlled.
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Data interpretation is perhaps the most difficult part of the whole exposure assessment, 

because of :

- First, do you want to use this data for the decision making whether or not capital 

investment is needed to improve engineering controls ?

- Secondly, do you want to use this data to motivate people wearing the needed 

respiratory protective equipment.

Anyway, the data from each specific location or activity should be analyzed separately as 

its own dataset.

How to interprete this formula of the CpK in another way ?....if the average of 3 or more 

measurements plus 3 standard deviations provides a value less than 60 - this means also 

that the CpK is > 1 - than the dataset can be considered valid and suggests that 

respiratory protection is not required in that area or for that task. 
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As referred to in former slides, I cannot enough emphasize to get your operators 

involved in this program, which is especially needed to obtain buy-in from the whole 

workforce when it comes to taking un-popular measures, like the mandatory use of 

respirators. 
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Although not in our AISE’s guidance document, we could not make it to not mention 

part R.14 of ECHA’s Guidance on Information requirements and Chemical Safety 

Assessment, in particular : “the Occupational Exposure Assessment”. The former version 

of the R.14 required even more samples per location in case of high RCR’s and high 

variability and incertainty of the data. 
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I think these corrective actions are self-explaining; again, a good follow-up will consider 

also the “management of change”.
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At the beginning of this webinar, I informed you I would come back on some 

challenges....So far, the development of real-time analyzers has been a challenge; 

working prototypes have been constructed, although they didn’t really pass the 

commercialisation phase. With the actual tools and analytical methods, we are always 

behind the facts. Therefore it might be difficult to trace back what went really wrong at 

the time of the sampling. Other challenges are reflected by the other bullet points and 

are quite obvious.
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One aspect of the exposure monitoring is the sampling, but the analytical part is even as 

important. We are referring to these common two methods, of which the activity based 

assays will be still the most practical ones, especially for the small and medium 

enterprises. Please ask your enzyme supplier for the customer analytical methods.  
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As to the activity based assays....they are easy to set up and run, but the higher LOD’s 

may be the limiting factor. Important for the validity of the air monitoring results is the 

analysis of the so-called ‘blanks’. Blanks are analyzed to rule out sources of 

contamination and analytical error. A buffer blank should be collected on each day that 

the buffer is used. At least one filter blank should be analyzed to rule out contamination 

of the filter stock. 

In addition, air monitoring assays require prompt analysis. Enzyme activity decreases

over time so filters should be preserved in a buffer as soon as practical after the 

sampling is performed. Filter cassetes should be refrigerated if the filters cannot be 

placed in a buffer on the day of the sample collection. Samples can generally be kept in 

buffer for a few weeks when stored refrigerated. This info should be available in the 

validated SOP’s for the air monitoring assay developed by your enzyme suppliers.
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This is just an example; other substrates and reagents may be used for other enzyme 

classes. There is a wide variety of auto-analysers,....Cobas, Konelab, Skalar,...to name a 

couple.

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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Elisa assays rely on binding of the enzyme to specific antibodies in order to quantify 

protein. They also provide a more toxicologically relevant measurement.

Although Elisa techniques are able to go for very low detection limits, it requires 

additional equipment and specialized training, so less obvious for normal ‘production 

quality control labs’.
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Let’s also spend a couple of minutes to the characteristics of the enzyme raw material, 

here in particular : the dustiness, as the quality of the enzyme encapsulate may be a 

predictive tool for initial evaluation of the exposure risk at the plant. 2 methods are 

available, quite different in their objective.
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Here you see a picture of an elutriation equipment.
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Adversily to the vertical elutriation test, this test predicts how encapsulates may be 

affected by a given process
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And here is a picture of a Heubach instrument; please be aware that cleaning of the 

Heubach instrument parts may create aerosols (we have measured levels up to 143 

ng/m³ during sample preparation and cylinder cleanout) , so please take your 

precautions ! Compressed air cleaning is a documented risk factor for enzyme 

exposure !

Please note that in cases where some brands are included in this presentation:

• Those provided are only examples

• There are other brands on the market that are available with the same 

technical functions

• A.I.S.E. doesn’t recommend any brand in particular
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Be aware that each enzyme has a unique affinity for the filter material. Evaluating the 

amount of protein that can be recovered from the filter and defining the elution 

conditions that optimize the recovery are important steps in developing a valid assay. A 

recovery factor is assigned to each enzyme as part of the assay development and

validation process. Be also aware that these recovery factors may be different for dust 

and aerosols. So, please ask your enzyme supplier for these recovery factors.
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So again, this is what we just came to tell. In addition, for the detergent plants, response 

of the detergent matrix to a given substrate should also be evaluated. That’s why it’s 

important to run some ‘field blanks’, i.e. detergent matrix without the enzyme.
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I wanted to share with you also 2 case studies. The first one : don’t overlook activities in 

your laboratories !
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So, what would be the precautionary measure here ?
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Right, you got it...just cover the beaker
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The second case study....thinking back t what we’ve learned in an earlier webinar....a lab 

technician is pouring enzyme samples in the sink.....What is the bad practice here ? 

.....Look at the position of the LEV.

Right, you got it !
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